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Erik Zurcher:

Vernacular Elements in Early Buddhist Texts:
An attempt to define the optimal source materials

This paper does not deal with one particular text but rather with a method to be
applied in order to define, within the huge mass of early medieval Chinese Buddhist texts,
those materials that are most suited to the purpose of this conference, i.e. those materials
from which we may expect to reap the richest harvest of early vernacularisms.
The first step to be taken is to set a lower limit in time for the texts to be included in
our corpus. I propose to put that lower limit around 410 AD, i.e. the approximate date of the
death of the famous Kuchean master Kumaraji"va at Chang'an (actually the exact date is still
disputed; Kumarajiva either died in 409 or 413 AD). The main reason for doing so is that
one of the main contributions of Kumarajfva and his school lies in the fact that they have set
a standard for later translators; they have created a characteristic type of Buddhist written
Chinese that was soon afterwards adopted by all other translators of the early medieval
period, as a kind of written "church-language". In other words: they created a medium that,
by becoming petrified, no longer absorbed new elements from the vernacular and that
unavoidedly became ever farther removed from the living language. Before KumarajIva,
translators experimented in a variety of styles, ranging from pure wenyan to semi-vernacular.
At first sight this definition of our

ma~erials

in time appears to be an easy task: just

take the Taisho Canon and see what you find. In actual fact, it is not at all so easy to do so,
for the attributions which are found in the Taisho Canon are based upon those made in the
large catalogues of Tang times that, especially for the earliest periods, are teeming with false
ascriptions. As a result, the translations attributed to early masters have multiplied as time
went on: in the earliest catalogue the Parthian An Shigao

~-L1.I..-l-

f a L~

,

who was active about

the middle of the second century AD, is credited with 34 works, whereas in Tang times that
number has swollen to 176, and many of these later and unreliable attributions are now found
in the Taisho Canon. In addition, we also have to deal with the problem of anonymous
translations, hundreds of which are mentioned in earlier and later bibliographies. In order to
be quite sure and rigorous, I have limited the enquiry to texts mentioned in the earliest
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bibliography that has been preserved in its entirety, i.e. Sengyou's
ji

:t; ~1t<: ~1f

{f;;fi;

Chu sanzang jt

of 515 AD, with a few additions taken from the roughly contemporary

Gaoseng zhuan ~ ~

1t

,and starting from those data I have listed the texts that have

been· preserved in the Canon. This yields a total of 266 texts in about 850 juan. This of
course is a staggering amount of written materials; in fact, it amounts to more than twice the
size of Shiji, Hanshu, Hou Hanshu, and Sanguo zhi taken together.
Apart from this criterium based upon external bibliographical sources, we can also
define our initial corpus on the basis of internal characteristics, i.e. features of style,
\

translation and transcription. We can do so because we can observe certain shifts that can be
dated rather accurately. Those shifts were made by almost all known translators - and they
took place just around the lower limit of our time-span, i.e. about 400 AD, stretching into
the frrst decades of the fifth century. Some old absolut((ly stereotyped forms were discard~d,
and were replaced by equally standardized new forms, and those new forms then became part
of the petrified "church language"

~at

I have mentioned before.

By far the most important shift concerns a standard phrase that occurs in practically
all scriptures that pretend to contain sermons or statements made by the Buddha himself
(hence the sUtra and vinaya texts), and this phrase is moreover most conspicuous, because
it is the opening line of every scripture. I am referring to the well-known formula Eva'fl maya

srutam, "Thus I have heard" - words traditionally attributed to the disciple Ananda who after
the Buddha's passing away is said to have recited all the scriptures by heart.
In Chinese archaic and ancient translations this formula invariably is rendered by Wen

ru shi

iii ~k

,ttrve heard like this". However, for reasons that are not quite clear

(maybe just in order to keep closer to the word-order of the Indian original) it was changed

to Ru shi wo Wen ~

1- ~~j

,"Like this I've heard". The new formula for the first

time appears in the late fourth century, and no doubt became popularized by Kumarajfva and
his school in the frrst decade of the fifth century. It was immediately taken over by all other
major translators; the shift was indeed so general that in the whole Taisho Canon I have only
found twenty-four "post-KumarajiVa" texts that still open with the Wen ru shi formula. It is
therefore an excellent internal criterium for defining the terminus ante quem for any Chinese
scripture.
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A second equally' consistent and universal shift regards the transcription of the word
Nirva')a, changing from archaic and ancient nihuan

5/:.J;.1

to the familiar niepan

31:~ ,

and also in this case the shift took place around 400 AD.
Basing our selection also on these internal criteria has the advantage that they are
purely formal, and therefore independent from the judgement of early cataloguers. But those
criteria are especially important in the case of early anonymous scriptures, many of which
are short to very short, rather obscure, written in a popular or even vulgar style - and
therefore very valuable for us. The catalogues do contain lists of such texts under the heading
shi yi

1/z.1f ' "translator unknown". However, there is ample evidence that they simply

did not know (or overlooked) many of such texts, and in all those cases the two formal
criteria (wen ru shi versus ru shi wo wen, and nihuan versus niepan) become decisive.
We 'can therefore make a second exercise in order to defIne the gross list of texts fr~m
which we start, by collecting all texts containing those two formulas. This yields a total of
nearly 300 texts, in about 900 juan. Again: this is a staggering, almost unwieldy mass of
materials.
However, only a comParatively small part of it is really useful for the present purpose.
In this paper I shall make an attempt to survey these materials, to weed out in successive
stages those types of texts that are useless, hardly useful, or only moderately useful, and so
to reduce the corpus to what is fully acceptable and, finally, optimal. Some types of texts,
as we shall see, can be discarded at once; in other cases we have to do with certain
obstructing factors: peculiarities that in various ways distort the vernacular element. I shall
treat them one by one like a series of sieves and at every step I shall illustrate the argument
by means of a text sample. At the final stage we shall have reached the point when we are
able to define our optimal materials, the real nuggets extracted from the ore. At the end of
this paper I shall present a few text fragments that in my opinion constitute the nearest we
can get to the early medieval vernacular.

The first type of texts that has to be eliminated from

OUT

collection obviously consists

of all those works written in a pure or almost pure literary Chinese. In this category we find
quite a number of texts, most of which date from the third century. The most important
representative of this type of translation is the third-century Sogdian master Kang Senghui

f1t /If t

who was active at the court of Wu in Nanking, apparently for a high-class
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readership. Here we find all the characteristics and trappings of standard wenyan, such as the
use of rare literary expressions, prosody, obsolete or even archaic particles and, occasionally,
even Chinese-type parallelism. Of course, the phenomenon in itself is highly interesting in
social terms, but that does not concern us here and now. The following text fragment is a
typical example of this pure, sophisticated literary style; it consists of a few lines from a
"birth-story", one of the many translated by Kang Senghui.
T 152 Uu du ji ji]2g ~;l. ~ ~l
Senghui
~ mid-third cent.
j. 6 (nr. 70), p. 37b •

g<. {t

,

; collection of jatakas translated by Kang

The future Buddha and his brother (also a Bodhisattva) have sacrificed their lives in order to
free a country from the power of an evil nZiga (long
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"The gods praised them, and without exception they admired
their love. After the two Bodhisattvas had died they were
reborn in the Fourth Heaven. As [the people of the] whole
country had been saved from death [by their self-sacrifice], they
embraced the corpses and wailed mournfully, saying: "These
must have been divine beings! Who [else] would be so loving?"
Their [= the two Bodhisattvas':] disciples [had gone out] to
search for them, and when they saw how their masters in their
universal compassion had killed themselves to rescue the
people, they [likewise] mourned for them and praised their
virtue. And again they all went on to proclaim how their
masters [had realized] the transforming power of the Way.
Only then the king as well as his ministers and subjects knew
t]
B
.
h
h I

illi ~ v if!k
~~1 ~E1 1i ~ ~ f- ~:~t::17:iJ~,~::~e tr~:Sf;=;~e;~~e~u;~
J-f - ~r ~iUl ~ .J-; really go as far as that?' They buried the two corpses, and the
jl!T~ Nt (:rfi ~jJi w)~ m whole country mourned for them. "
0

Wenyan elements: negative mi;fffi ; direct speech introduced by yue W
demonstratives si.:Wr and
in the sense of ji

~

zi·~ ; perfective yi ~ ; interrogative shu 1iU ; dai

"as well as";

if

f#! "the whole country" .

4

t'a]), all-over"; xian

1::J~

21

"all"; juguo~
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A second type of texts that should not be included consists of "wenyan-izing " versions,
sometimes made on the basis of already existing less sophisticated translations; it is what in
Chinese is called run

5&1 or run se 511::j ~

, "polishing". Some early translators are known

especially to have indulged in that kind of literary reworking, most of all the mid-third
century Zhi Qian

~~

(of Indoscythian descent, but 'completely sinicized). The process

of "polishing" most clearly appears in those cases in which both the earlier crude translation
and Zhi Qian's "wenyanized" version have been preserved, because there we see the polisher
at work and we can note in detail the changes made. The process is clearly illustrated by the
following two samples: two versions of a fragment from the story of the Bodhisattva
Sadaprarudita in two translations of the A!!asahasrika-prajftiipiiramitii.

(a)
(b)

Sem~-vernacular style, trsl. Lokak~e~~lnd half second cent. AD; Tus

11rr ~3::;

£eml- wenyon style, trsl. Zhi Qian )( ~ , mid-third cent. AD; T 226 Da mingdu
jing *..
ll~ ,j. 6, p. 50Sa •

rm

S. meets the daughter of a rich house-holder who wants to join him in visiting the Bodhisattva
Dharmodgata; she first wants to take leave of her parents.

vat.:

(Lok~ema)Jt~ -. . ~)', ~-=~~f~.IJ~J);

")'k = 1..-a >k (X"
(Zhi Qian)

-k-A

11r (~); -ic 7k (~~e~)
Jt ~ ~ (1fJ3!i).

~ =
~~ =

4§) ;

Lokaksema

=

Zhi Qian

5

.
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(Lok.):
"At that time the householder's daughter said to the Bodhisattva Sadaprarudita: : 'Go
with me to my parents' place to ask them for gold, silver, jewels and costly things,
and also in order to take leave of my parents". The Bodh. S. then followed her to her
parents' home. When the girl had come home (read 0 for t< ), she told the whole
story to her parents. Her parents then answered her, saying: "What you tell us is a
very happy [tiding]; it's hard to hear about [such a thing]. We too would have liked
to go with you, but we think we are [too] old, [so] we cannot go ourselves. If there's
something you want to have, just say so [for] yourselC. The girl said: 'I want to have
gold, silver, jewels and costly things'. Her parents said: 'Take them, as much as you
want!'"

The third kind of written language that we definitely cannot use here is what I
somewhat unceremoniously would call "translationese", i.e. texts in which the Chinese is
utterly distorted by an attempt to remain as close as possible to the non-Chinese original and
which in the most extreme (but by no means rare) cases are only intelligible - at least to
modern scholars - if one has the Indian original at one's disposal. Our corpus contains many
of such texts. They generally contain very few cases of veniacularism, apart from some very
common expressions like yunhe ~

1"5

for "how", or heyi gu i~ ~

1"K for "why". At

the lexical level the texts are teeming with technical neologisms, mainly compounds such as

jadeng ju

....

~.--

)!..::r ~ ,

"complex of dharmas", and many Chinese words are used in an

atypical, technical sense such as yin

ri: for skandha. We find this kind of deformed Chinese

not only in purely scholastic texts of the Abidharma type but also in a great number of sutras
devoted to a systematic exposition of the doctrine. As a phenomenon in itself the use of such
extremely artificial meta-language is of course very interesting, but for the present purpose
such texts obviously have to be excluded. Let us just have a look at a small sample: a small

6
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fragment from section 2, Xing pin ~-j:rt. liOn [mental] Formations", of T 1550 Apitan xin
lun

f'§' ~ ,i I(}'"tfe (p. 810

b

C
),

-

the Abhidharma-h.rdaya-siistra, a scholastic compendium

translated by Gautama Sanghadeva, 391 AD.

Every (momentary) thought (xin .\5' , dua) is a compound. Conscious thought as such does
not produce a mental image; in order to do so it needs a number of "concomitant factors"
(ju ~) such as an object (yuan ~), time (shi ~ ), perception (xiang~,), attachment
(yu

~

), contact (gengle ~

~ ) and discernment (hui _~{- ), memory (nian~ ),
non-obstruction (jietu~ MAt), attention (zuo yi ff .t, ), concentration

(~ ),
(sanmoti ~!f;#l ,samadhi) and sensation (tong.~ ).
reflexion

The argument is frrst presented, in an extremely terse and concentrated form, in four
five-syllable mnemonic verse, after which it is explained in prose.

"We shall now explain how thought arises from association.
When thought is activated by something
that thought needs to have [mental] concomitants;
the complex of [indispensable] dharmas of discursive thought
7
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as well as the not (necessarily] proportional formations.
'Thought' [here] means 'mentation" 'mentation' means 'being conscious [of something]';
these really refer to the same thing under different names. If this thought relies upon
[something externalJ, if it takes an object, if it arises at one moment, then that I whole]
complex of [concomitant] mental factors associated with thought will arise.
Question: "What is that complex of mental factors?"
Answer:
Perception, attachment, contact, discernment,
memory, reflexion, as well as non-obstruction,
attention as regards the sense-domain,
concentration and sensation.
'Perception' means that a thing immediately is received according to its physical shape.
'Attachment' means that at the moment of [sensory] reception there is the willingness to
receive it.
'Contact' means that the thought relies upon the object, is joined to it, and does not become
dissociated from it ----- ".

Fourth: also generally to be excluded are expositions of the doctrine using a
standardized, formulaic, and often extremely repetitive style, and this again will lead to a
considerable reduction of our corpus. Many scriptures contain such enumerative passages and
some scriptures virtually consist of such formulas from beginning to end. The school example
is, of course, furnished by the various scriptures of the Praffiaparamiia-, or "Perfection of
Wisdom"-c1ass with their almost interminable litany of negation. By way of illustration we
may have a look at the following passage from T 221 Fang guang banruo jing

t' ~1

1/z1L.

(Pancavif}'lfati-sahasrikiz-pra!naparamiiil) , translated by KumarajiVa, early 5th .

century (fragment from section 44, j. 9, p. 67b). The text contains an enumeration of the
qualities of an advanced Bodhisattva.

8
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"He then will know the Six Perfections; he knows that there is the Emptiness of internal and
external [phenomena] and the Emptiness of Being and Non-being. Then he will know [the
true meaning ofl Omniscience. That is why it is called Precious Transcendence; why it is
called Perfection of Wisdom. In Precious Transcendence there is nothing that arises and
nothing that is extinguished; there is none who is attached and none who is detached; none
who grasps and none who abandons. Why is that? There is no phenomenon at all that arises
or is extinguished; that is [the object of] attachment or detachment; that is grasped or
abandoned. Subhuti, in the Perfection of Wisdom there are neither good nor bad phenomena;
neither religious nor profane phenomena; neither soiled nor unsoiled; neither active nor nonactive phenomena ---- ".

However, at this point we must become somewhat less rigorous. More than ninety
percent of the "Perfection of Wisdom" indeed consists of endless enumerations of phenomena
that are declared to be void and unreal and such formulas contain little of the stuff we are
after. But quite unexpectedly the monotonous enumeration may be interrupted by short
illustrative, narrative passages that are written in a lively style and that may contain a wealth
of vernacular intrusions, and the last two sections of the early

Pra/Izaparamita versions are

completely atypical and completely narrative. In other words, at this point the selection must
no more be focussed upon discarding whole texts or even classes of texts: from now on we
must talk in terms of passages or even small fragments of semi-vernacular that are found in

9
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texts. We can conclude already in this stage that our final corpus of optimal materials will
not consist of texts but of such passages and fragments.

The next distorting factor consists of the effect of versification. As we all know,
innumerable early Buddhist texts already from Later Han times onward contain passages
written in unrhymed gathiis, the length of which may vary from three to seven syllables. To
gifted poets this would not present any obstacle because they would be able to preserve the
verse form without distorting the language, but the monks who wrote these things were no
poets but versifiers turning out their rather monotonous products by the yard. In their attempt
to construct stanzas of the required length they appear often to have distorted the language
either by inserting redundant words or syllables or by unnaturally condensing binomes to a
single syllable. This tendency is reinforced by another stylistic feature: the interesting fact
that the versifiers rather consistently try to place a caesura in each line, as in indigenous
Chinese poetry, especially in 5- and 7- syllable lines (respectively, after the second and the
fourth syllahle). The use of the caesura is by no means as rigid as in secular poetry, and of
course in many cases the regular pattern is disturbed by polysyllabic transcriptions. But the
tendency is unmistakable, and this again could easily lead to distortion. Here again we should
not discard versified passages as a whole, and it would be unwise to ascribe any unexpected
form to this kind of distortion. But in any case such forms cannot be accepted at face value
unless they are corroborated by other cases that are found in a prose context. For an example
of what may be lengthened forms let us look at the following verse (only three of which have
an irregular caesura, from T 6 Da banniepan jing /;... 1J~

sutra), translated by Faxian

~! ~ ~~ (MaJiil-parinirva!Ul-

5-i ~~ ; early fifth century (j. 2, p. 205

10
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Cathas pronounced by various gods immediately after the Buddha has entered into
Parinirva.[la.

tr~n

#

11

~" ~n ~ jf!l

* fLt 4JJ ~ *.:fr *'
*
#16
*

~~£].~~7C.~1f~

~ ~ ~ ~.~ A~.
~ $t ~~ ~
~ ~

UJ1X~*N~~ffij~~lk
}tit -" A j;f ~ ~lif ~ ~IJ ftWi U'

~1!re1k~

jf
ng~~m£'
m~'lWi~

~~ ~

~~~jR

~~~~~JJtAfliJ~:tE

.~fl

!JF

ffij' ~

*1Jl~;fH

7fF

~.Jlt

~

m

Jt !lW

~ft

4ra #

%~i~

*6m~~~*1k~~~
~ 'fill i]! ~ ~ ~ ~jt ~ 1f;

m

the following forms that may be "expletive":

JZ ~ ; ~~t; {f; )y~it~/" ; -tJJit~~~· ,
~~; ~~ ;.l:fJtJJ.
The last disturbing factor which we have to take into account is found in a very great
number of Buddhist scriptures: it is the general tendency to break up sentences into prosodic
modules according to a consistent four-syllable pattern. The origin of this prosodic feature
is not quite clear. Of course, we fInd it quite regularly in regular mainstream wenyan where
it often is combined with syntactic and lexical parallelism. It may be that the Buddhist
practice was inspired by such secular examples, although the social gap between the highclass literati and the circles in which these texts were produced makes such a direct borrowing
not very probable. It may also be that the Buddhist four-syllable pattern had something to do

11
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with the way in which sU,ch texts were recited or chanted. But whatever the origin, the fact
remains that many Buddhist texts already since Han times show this feature very prominently,
sometimes up to ninety percent of the text. Notorious examples of prosodic style are the
many texts translated by the late 3rd-early 4th century Dharmarak!ia, and unfortunately almost
all texts produced by Kumarajiva are highly prosodic. The problem created by four-syllable
prosody is akin to the one created by versification. Here, too, we must take into account the
possibility that the language is distorted (either inflated or condensed) by the effort to force
it into the Procrustes-bed of the four-syllable pattern. Here again, the effect can be shown
most clearly when we have two parallel versions of the same text, the first one being written
in a free non-prosodic style and the second one constituting a prosodic reworking. For such
an example we again tum to two parallel fragments from the Sadaprarudita episode as found
in the translations by

Lokak~ema

and Zhi Qian (cf. above, no. 2), showing the contrast

between Lokak§ema's free narrative style and Zhi Qian's use of prosody.

T 224, j. 9, p. 470c-47P; T 225, j. 6, p. 503c-5048 •
In a dream the Bodhisattva Sadaprarudita (= "Ever-weeping") is exhorted bya god
to seek the Doctrine; S. is desperate because he does not see any way to do so. His
grief is compared to that of a convict whose property is confiscated and who is thrown
into prison along with his parents.

12
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Zhi Qian

Lok.:
"As soon as he had woken up he went in search [of the Doctrine], but he could not
get it at all. In his mind he b~ame grieved and unhappy: he wanted to be able to
meet a Buddha and to listen to the scriptures, but he was not at all able to do so. Also
there were oot the religious rules practised by the Bodhisattva. For that reason he
became deeply grieved, and he wailed as he went along. He was to be compared to
a man who has committed an offense at the great king's court: all his property is
confiscated by the authorities, and his parents and he himself all locked up in prison;
that man will wail, aod his grief will be beyond words - in such a way the Bodhisattva
Sa<fiiprarudita was grieved and wailing.
II

We are now approaching the fmal stage in our quest for the optimal materials. As a
result of the successive six steps in eliminating useless and less useful materials, what is left

is a core body of texts and passages that are written in a free narrative style, not hampered
by the distorting factors that have been mentioned so far. In order to avoid any
misunderstanding on this point: I do not flatter myself with the hope that those materials truly .
represent the early medieval vernacular. The very fact that the narrative has been written
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down - in Chinese script - must always have led to some degree of formalization. In China,
as in other civilizations, the conscious attempt to reproduce living speech in writing is a
rather late phenomenon. At best our texts more or less dimly reflect the vernacular, but
considering the other written sources of that period we can say that they do so much more
faithfully than any other materials.
There is, however, one more step to take, a last stage of refinement that will bring
us as close to the vernacular as we can get. When going through texts of this type I have got
the strong impression that even in this free narrative style vemacularisms tend to be more
frequent in passages containing direct speech: monologue and dialogue. It is hard to make out
to what extent this is due to any conscious effort on the part of the writers. In any case:
although the core body as a whole can fruitfully be used for linguistic analysis, special
attention should be given to passages representing the oratio directa. For that reason the
remaining samples given below have been limited to such passages: I have reproduced, and
in most cases also translated, the words spoken by the personages, and I have summarized
the connecting narrative, just in order to preserve the original context.

a.

T 78 Doutiao jing ~~ ~ ~

, a probably early fourth century anonymous

translation of a short scripture from the Madhyamagama (T 26 Zhong ahan jing

t M~~ ;

Pali version in Majjhima-nikiiya 135, entitled Cii.la-kammavibhahga-

sutta).

Because of his aggressive behaviour the brahmin Doutiao (= Pali Todeyya") has been
reborn as a dog in his own household. His son, named GU~ (= Pali "C~a") is very fond
of the dog; he pampers it excessively. One day, when Gu has gone to the market, the Buddha
comes at his door and is fiercely barked at by the dog.
II
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B.: "[In the past] you always used to raise your hands
and to scare people by your talk; now again when you
are a dog you I still] bark at me, without knowing any
remorse!"
The Buddha leaves, and the dog grows sad and listless.
Gu returns and asks his relatives:

y.: "Why is the dog like that?"
R.: "There happened to be a monk who came along. I
don't know what he has said, but as a result the dog
went under the bed and lay down on the floor, and
when I ftried to] feed it it wouldn't eat"."

G.: "What way did that monk go?"

R.: "To the east. "
Gu is furious and goes to the Buddha who is sitting under
a tree, talking with his disciples. He sees Gu from afar
and says to his disciples:

B.: "Gu is coming! If he does not make it and he dies
on the way, then he will go down to hell."
D.: "Why will he go down to hell?"

R.: "That man is coming with a bad intention, because
he wants to harm other people. That's why he is bound
to go down to hell. "
Gu arrives, and standing in front of the Buddha he asks

him brusquely:

y.: "Which monk happened to pass along my door and
scold my dog, so that it does not eat anymore, and no
Inore lies down at its [proper] place?
The Buddha tells Gu how he has been barked at, and what
he has told the dog.
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Q.: "What then is that dog to me?"

R.: "You must not ask me that. If you hear [the story]
it will make you unhappy.

II

Q.: "Please tell it to me!"

H.: "If I tell you, it will make you angry. "

0.: "I won't dare to be angry. I want to bear it!"
H.: "It's your father Doutiao."
Q.: "When my father Doutiao was alive he was well-

versed in the Scriptures, so he never (reading ~.~
instead of ~~ ) [can] be a dog! n

II.: "Just sit down. What you [should] know is that only
because of his conceit he has become a dog. If you want
to know whether he [really] is your father or not, go
home and say to the dog: 'If you really are my father
Doutiao, you must [again] eat from your own bowl. If
you really are my father, you must go back to your old
place to lie down. If you really are my father, then you
must show me the place where you in your former [life1
have [buried] your store of precious things' . "
Gu goes home and does as he was told; the dog points
with its nose to a spot near the bed aild scratches the floor
with his paws; at that spot Gu discovers his father's
hidden treasure; Gu is oveIjoyed and returns to the
Buddha, and he becomes a devout lay believer.

Note the following features:
yan

i

introducing direct speech; yue Wand yun -1; point to "wenyanizing

ru 5JJ:. "you "; er

i6J

.!i-~

pingchang I ~'r'

and ruo~ only in a wenyan context.
"normal, common".

zuo lrf as semi-copula "to be" (zuowei
zhu

4

"just; by accident".

16
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laiguo

M: a common type of directional compound.

hedeng

1~ jf "what [kind of)"; extremely common.

.:J?: :
... zhe ../13%
or ru

case th at ... ""'f
, I

In

II'

th
~
al
so'WI
out'lntroductory ruo ;G..

•.• "(common,

-kt ).

ling tt"please allow me ... "; ling wei wo shuo

zhi

~,~~~it.:Z-

appears to

be a conflation of "allow me to hear it" and "please tell me".

Jj~.4A and huan gUi~~ (or guihuan):

yuan yu

dan zuo 1~
b.

common compounds.

± "it is only because ... ".

T 1435 Shi song La

-tJJ-1f ~rA:f

'

-r i1J ~

(SarvastivQda-vinaya., also called. Yiqueyoubu Lll .

the "Disciplinary Rules of the Sarvastivada School"), translated by

Kum1rrajTva, early 5th century.
j. 16, p. 115b-116a : a "case story" about the circumstances that prompted the Buddha
to pronounce the rule that monks are not allowed to travel in female company.

Near VaisalI, in a weavers' village, a woman has been beaten up by her husband, and
she decides to run away from him, back to her parents' home in VaisaIr: At that
moment she meets a monk who is travelling from Vfji to Vaisali: The woman asks
him were he is going.

l:l
7-£
~.,.

~

iff
4: we:
~
" 'rb-

:{£

Ell

.*fli It
:1m

ml
~\

~

,'.£g,

,~

!w
0

*
0

w.: "Good man, where are you going?"

j~

'ifl-

~

i=i

M.: "To Vaisau. "

m

m

*

W.: "Let us go together. "

~ ·rn~

-::::?'
I=J

So they do, but when walking close to the woman the
monk cannot control his

passion~

he starts flirting and

0

5li:

touching her.

A

In the meantime the weaver realizes that his wife is

~

jiB

"*
v

missing.

Yi.:i...: "My wife may well have run away" .

~
~

Finally he thinks:

~

P

Q

Jtij

*fE
Jm
li§fE
0

Wv.: "That woman has been born in VaisaIf, she surely
must have gone home,"
and he indeed fmds her walking with the monk; he grabs
the monk and scolds him:
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Y:lY...: "Is that the doctrine of you monks, that you
should carry away my wife?"
M.: "I don't take her away - I myself am going to

VaisaIf, and your wife has come with me by herself."
Yi,x.: "You'd better confess right away!"
As he starts beating and kicking the monk, the woman
intercedes:

W.:

"Why do you beat him? This monk has not carried

me away; I myself was going to Vais31f. "

Wy.: "You little slave! For sure you've been doing
dirty things together!"
He again gives the monk a thorough beating and then lets

him go. The monk goes to Vaisalrand tells his story, after
which the Buddha proclaims the rule that a monk is not

allowed to travel together with a woman.

~:

adverb na

4J'f "where?" (to my knowledge not attested as "which?").

directional compound zouqu

huo dang ~)'$

;!L ~ .

... "perhaps must" - a cwious combination.

bidang ~"')1l "surely must".
jiang ... qu

/11" ... ;k

: split-up directional compound;

cf. jiangqu

Jm:t

in the

monk's answer.

~ ...~ : another split-up directional compound.
yunhe ken zhishou ~1~·-t JL 1!f (also in the next story) is somewhat enigmatic;
sui

.0'

lai

the translation is confectural.
ta J~

: a very early occurrence of personal pronoun

"hiln" (unless we would take

it to mean "other [people] f1, but that is less probable in this context).
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c.

Ibid., j. 16, p. 116a-b : a case story illustrating the rule that monks are not allowed lo
travel in the company of robbers.

When travelling to Vaisalf a group of monks have lost their way in the forest. They
fun into a band of robbers who infest the region. The robber chief interrogates the
monks, and after duly warning them allows thelD to accompany them.

E.: "Where are you going, monks?"
M.: "To VaisaIf.

II

R.: "This is not the way to Vaisali1

11

M.: llWe too know that this is not the way to Vaisall.

It's because we have lost our way."
The monks then ask the robber:

M.: "Where are you going?"

E.: "To Vaisan."
M.: "Let us go together with yoU.'1
R.: "Don't you know that we are robbers? Sometimes
we use a ford to cross the Ganges, sometimes we don't;
sometimes we enter by a door, sometimes we don't. If
you go together with us, you may get into trouble!"
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M.: "We have already lost our way - trouble or
no trouble, we shall have to go with you.
R.: "Do as you like. "

II

As fuey are crossing the Ganges they are arrested
by a patrol; the patrolling soldiers ask the
monks:
~.:

Are you also robbers?"
M.: "We are not robbers. It's [just] because we
have lost our way. "
II

The patrolling soldiers say:

f.: "You'd better confess straight away ~ We
[now] must take you to the magistrate. "
After interrogation the magistrate, who is a
believer, says:

Mg.: "Monks, the sons of Sikya, cannot do evil
things; they surely have lost their way."
And he berates them:

"I now set you free. [But] hereafter you [must]
no more travel with [such] bad people! "...
(Stereotyped ending: the case is reported to the
Buddha, who proclaims the rule),

~:

na ~ , as in the preceding sample.

plural forms wodeng

~.:f , rudeng

~ ..;:;q
~ "'f"
ruo ... zhe;;G
1.

wei dang gong qu . . ~ ,~~*

)1r.f

,wocao ~

f .

:

"it so happens that ... "?

yi shi zei ye ~,Jl~j~: clear case of shi as a copula.

fang ... qu j5j( ....-};..
mo

d.

: split-up directional compound.

$\ "don't" (wu f4

only in a wenyan context).

Ibid. j. 46, p. 330b-c : a case story illustrating the rule that it is forbidden to ordain a
woman without her husband's consent.
A householder's wife runs away from her husband who beats and kicks her; she takes
refuge to the convent of a nun whom she knows well, because she used to frequent
'her home. The husband suspects that she is hiding in the convent.
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H.: "Could it be that Iny wife has run away?1t
After having made a search. he thinks:

"For sure my wife has gone to [that] nun's
convent!"
and again:

"Let her just stay there; [they will] tame her,
and later on I shall take her back.

II

After a few days the woman says to the nun:

'W...: "Good sister, why don't you ordain me?"
N.: "Your husband is still there, how [can I]
ordain you?"

W.: "My husband has no use for Ine; if he needs

.It

me, he must come himself, [or else] he must

E.

send somebody. "
The nun then ordains her. The husband is furious:

H. : "You bad nun! You wicked nun! You have
ruined my family!"

N.: "Why [do you say that] I have ruined your
family?"

H.: "You have taken my wife away and made
her a nun!"

H.: "If this is your wife, then you may take her
away."
The other householders are indignant"

HR.:
i:i.

"

"All those nuns say of themselves that they

are good and have [gained] merit, [and yet]
without the master's consent they ordain his
wife! How about (?) the king's spouse, and the
wives of the great ministers?"
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jiang wu ... ye Jf%~ "'~r

:

rhetorical question.

-1i.. ~ : directional compound.

wangzhi

fi .. ·f

ruo ... zhe
yingdang

~

7:h

AtJ.. \9

"if.

"must".

hegu po ru jia 1~ tt~ ~~: direct speech without introductory yan -$'
ci shi ru fu
jiangqu

J#f.:};. : directional compound.

du tuo fu
wife". If

UI!!.JM- :here again tuo fu also could be interpreted as "another (man's]

zhu.:t..

taken in the

e.

tG Jl ))t ~ : shi copula.
here specifically refers to the husband of this story, tu~ must be

se~f

"his".

it

,

T 551 Modeng nil jing
-1,~~* an anonymous (3rd cent. 1) translation of the
Miitang7-sutra, in later catalogues attributed to An Shigao ~-i!!::~
(mid-2nd
cent.).
Ananda meets a girl, the daughter of the witch Matangl; she immediately falls in love
with him. She goes home and weeps bitterly; Matangt asks why she is crying.

D.:

"Mother, if you wish to give me in marriage, don't give me to lany] other man. At the
riverside I have met a monk who begged for
water from me. I asked him how he was called;
his name was Ananda. If I get Ananda then I
shall marry, but if you, mother, do not get him
[for me] I shall not marry. "
Mitalil,ij soon fmds out that Ananda, being a
monk. will not marry anyone. Since she is a
witch. she plans to invite Ananda for a meal and
to bewitch him. She tells Ananda:

M.: "My daughter wants to be your wife, Sir."

A.:

"Since I am observing the Rules, I don't

keep a wife."
M.: "If my daughter does not get you, Sir, as
her husband, she will kill herselfl"

A.: "I have the Buddha as my teacher, [soJ I
cannot have intercourse with women. "
MataDgi goes home and tells her daughter:
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M.: "Ananda is not willing to be your husband.
He says since he [has =] follows the Way of the
Scriptures he cannot keep a woman.
D.:

fI

"It [now all] depends on your Way,

mother!" (= referring to her witchcraft).
M.: "Of [all] the ways in the world there is none
that can surpass the Way of the Buddha and the
Way of the Arhat."

D.: "You just [magically) close the gate-doors,

and don't let him be able to get out. In the
evening he is bound to be my husband. "
After Ananda has arrived, Matailgi closes the
doors and casts a spell over :Ananda. She spreads
the bed, but

Ananda still

is unwilling. She then

creates a big fire and says:

M.: "If

you don't want to be my daughter's

husband, I'll throw you into the flfe!"
At that moment the Buddha breaks the spell, and
Ananda can escape. The next day he tells the

Buddha about his adventure.

A.: "Yesterday, when I was begging for food, I

met a girl on the shore, and I .begged her for
water; [then] I returned to the Buddha's place.
The next day there was a woman, named MitaD.gT, who invited me and wanted me to go to her

home for a meal. [But] when I had gone out
[and paid her a visit] she forced me, and she

wanted to give her daughter to me as my wife."
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The daughter is desperate; she cannot get Ananda
off her mind, and the next day she

pursu~s

Ananda, trailing behind him on his begging
round. When Ananda has returned to the monastery, she keeps waiting at the gate. Finally

sh~

leaves in tears, but then the Buddha calls her
back amI asks her:

B. : "YOU are pursuing Ananda; what do you
seek [from him]?"

12.: "I heard that Ananda has no wife, and I on
my part have no husband. I want to be Ananda's
wife!"

H.: ItAnanda is a monk, without hair. You have
eft

[your] hair. Would you be able to shave/your
hair? [If you are,] I shall make Ananda be your
husband!"
eft

D.: "I am able to shaveYiny hair!"

B.: "Go home and tell your mother, and [let
~;

her] shavexyour hair!"
The daughter goes home and reports the Buddha's words to her mother, who is appalled by
the proposal.

M.: "Child, since I have given birth to you I
have protected your hair. Why do you want to
be [that] monk's wife? In the land there are
powerful and rich families, and I myself can
give you in marriage to [one of] them."
D.: "In life and death I must be Ananda's wife! "

M.: "Why do you bring shame upon our caste?"

12.: "Mother, if you love me, you must act in
accordance with my heart's delight. "
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MatangI is

weeping, bul she still docs as she is

told and performs tIle tonsure, after which her
Oaugbtcr returns to Lhe Buddha.

D..: "I have shaved off my hair!"
B..: "[Now] what do you love in Ananda?"
D.: "I love Ananda~s eyes; I love Ananda's nose; I love
Ananda's mouth; I love Ananda's ears; I love Ananda's
voice; I love Ananda's way of walking!"
The Buddha then explains how the body is impure and
dis!,'llsting, impermanent, and a source of suffering.
Matabgi's daughter is convinced and she enters the Order.

~:

... zhe~ : "if ... ".
rno

1-.. prohibitive: "don't".

... wo bu jia ye ~ /fC ~. . ~

: ye appears to be a wenyan intrusion.

bian 1~ ubiquitous for "then~ (ze ~~:l
yu ...

gong~...~

mu dao suo zai ~

) is no doubt wenyan.

"together with".

Ji. f1J.?ti: in this context ... suo zai in its literal sens; elsewhere

it occurs as a curious idiom meaning "where?'·

wu ~ as a prohibitive( = rno

:t ): a wenyan intrusion?

1fI ~'J : directional compound.
chi IlU yu wo At-J:-J:1:!:"*: chi 1fr or chiyong ~ ~

huandao

"taking ... ", like jiang;{~

as a subordinated preverb

in wenyan or ba;ffJ in modem putonghua (very

common).

hedeng suo

11.f$': verb - interrogative object in version.

ningif in a weak sense: sign of a rhetoric question (wenyan qi L
ti taula lai

).

kif jJ! ~.:5.F- : note the exhortative ... !ai, "come on and ... ".
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f.

T 526 Zhangzhe zi Zhi jing tl-J-~:J
"The Scripture of the Householder's
Son Zhi (= leta?) t1; an early (4th cent. 1) anonymous translation, falsely attributed to
An Shigao.

1f ,

A sixteen years old boy, the son of a rich citizen of Rajagrha, is deeply impressed by
the Buddha; when one day the Buddha on his begging-round stands at the gate of his
mansion, Zhi implores his mother to give him some food, but his mother refuses to
do so.

Z.:

"I see a man coming. who is very beautiful

and quite wonderful; he has no equal in the
world. Since my birth I have never seen a man

like him. He is now standing at the gate, begging [for food]. It
The mother is niggardly and refuses to give him
anything.

Z.:

"Mother, have pity! For my sake, give

something to that man! 'One who gives some-

thing to that man is like a patient who has found

a good doctor...
"One who gives something to that man will be
famous in heaven and under heaven. Now that
man is still standing outside. "
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M.: "If you don't

~10p

harassing me, you'll

drive me crazy! That man does not come [here]
for that, for begging, he just wants to cheat you.
Now you are a foolish child; what do you know'!
If you don't stop asking, it may well happen that
you'll get a [sound] beating with a stick - only
then you'll stop!"

Z.: "Mother, if you don't want to give him
something, then take my today's portion of rice
[and give it to him]. I'd rather not eat for a
whole day. Have pity and fetch it quickly!. I
want to give it to that man, and I am afraid that
that man will abandon me. If that man abandons
me, [I realize that] it is hard to meet him
[again]. "
The boy fmally fetches his portion of rice himself, as well as his finest clothes, and he goes to

offer them to the Budd,ha, expressing his wish to
enter the Bodhisattva career.

mu dang ai. yong wo gu ...

-!$J \t'~, Jf1 ~~:

this reading is to be preferred,

although it only occurs in Korean recension (cf. the variant readings) Yong ... gu
0

"because of" is very common.

buyong shi qigai gu tai ;f

m/~ ~~ -t}:.~ is somewhat enigmatic; it either

is a contamination of buyong shi gu tai and buyong qigai gu Lai (as in my translation),
or shi defines qigai: "does not come because of that begging".

hedeng wi 1~

-kt ~ : metathesis of verb and interrogative object.

.0. tal;#.
ql.

0

••

adhortative postverb: It come on, and ... ".
. 1 compound
qu ~...:tPo : sp 1It-up dOlfectJona

'* ...

0
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On Vernacularisms and Transcriptions in Early Chinese Buddhist ~criptures
Seishi

Karashima(~~'~~),

#

Freiburg/Tokyo

It is a fact that the early Chinese Buddhist scriptures, which range from the
Later Han to the Northern and Southern Dynasties. have received little attention
despite their great significance for Chinese philology as well as Buddhist studies.
However, it is also true that the philological approach to these materials requires
a solid knowledge of many languages ranging from Middle Indic to the Chinese vernaculars, which makes scholars decline taking on such a task In spite of such difficulties, it is more than desirable that one investigate them both from the Indian
and Chinese philological standpoints, as long as these texts are translations from
Indian (or Central Asian) languages. This essay is intended to be a small step in
this direction.
I.Mediaeval Vernacular Sinitic in Chinese Buddhist Scriptures
1. LA Method to Investigate Vernacularisms in Chinese Buddhist Scriptures
Anyone who reads an early Chinese Buddhist scripture will be. struck by peculiari ties of the language· used in it. Its difference from Classical Chinese may be partly due to the fact that many of the translators. who came from India or Central
. Asia, had not mastered Chinese well enough to translate by themselves, and thus
worked in collaboration with native Chinese or sinicized assistants (misunderstanding between them must have been inevitable). The difference may be also due to the
wide usage of neologisms in Buddhist scriptures --- most of them are Buddhist
technical terms ----, which were invented in order .to express foreign ideas and
notions; and to vernacular words and usages used in the texts which were aimed at
the illiterate masses rather than the literati.
Such vernacularisms and neologisms in Buddhist texts have long been neglected in .
Chinese dictionaries and grammatical books. Fortunately, there are more and more
sinologists who are taking an interest in this field. For example, Shinjo Mizutani
(~~JtnX), Erik Zurcher, Shigeo Morino(~!T~~), Zhfi QingzhI(~!£~) are some
of those sinologists who have written important works on this topic. There also exists an excellent introduction to Buddhist Sinitic written by Shoko Kanaoka(~~.~
J't;).

However, most of studies that have appeared hitherto on this topic are devoted
to piecing together instances of vernacularisms from various Buddhist scriptures or
to comparing them with similar expressions in the native secular literature in order
to define their meaning inductively, without making the best use of the special
character of Buddhist scriptures, i. e., the fact that they are translations and in
most cases there are corresponding texts in Sanskrit, Pali or Tibetan languages as
well as variations in Chinese. Similarly, the meanings and history behind neologisms
invented by Japanese translators in the Mei j i era, e. g., "l!f~" (phi losophy), ..~~"
(science), can be clarified only when one compares them with the original words and
other Japanese equivalent terms used by other Japanese translators at that time.
This is true in the case of vernacularisms and neologisms in Buddhist texts; they·
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may be' clarified when one compares them with their equivalents found in Sanskrit,
Pali, or Tibetan versions and other Chinese. translations.
1.2 Instances of Difficult Words in Chinese Buddhist Scriptures
Here two instances will be given in order to illustrate the method stated above.
The late Prof. Kojiro YoshikawaCFiJII~~a~) wrote an essay on the colloquial
style of a Chinese translation of the Larger Sukhivativyuha C"Bussetsu muryojukyo
no bunshej" [{Am1fitA~*-IOY)C.], in Collected /forks, vol. 7). In it he ci ted the
following passage from the sutra as an instance of vernacular expressions found in
the sutra: "~JL\~~, ~~Hf~"CTaisho vol. 12, 277aI "[They] are self-indulgent,
dissolute, insolent, offensive"), and he admitted that the meaning of "~~"CIOhu),
which is a bisyllabic word having the same vowel forrnation(so-called "jliQ"), was
obscure to hin As I have pointed out elsewhere (Karashima 1994a: 211, fn. 103), a
bisyllabic word similar to it is found in other Buddhist texts: "&t1~ltli!llIJ~jm"
(Tai sho vol. 1, 26al8. "The bh i ksu Channa is insol en 1, sel f-wi II ed"), "m-WCiItJlIliJ~J
m"(Taisho vol. 8, 27a27. "[One] wants always to extinguish insolence [and] selfwilledness"). "AtJl!" (lfihil) , which is a homophone of "3-ftt" and occurs in very
similar contexts to that of the latter, must have the same meaning. Fortunately, a
Sanskrit parallel to the former example is to be found in A1ahiparinirvipasutra 29.
14.: Chandas caDdo rabhasab paruso rosita akrosakoC"Chanda is violent, impetuous,
harsh, furious, abusive"); and the latter has parallels in other Chinese
translations: ..i!ttl1t~"(Taisho vol. 7, 82c16. "[one] demolishes [one's] acts 'of
overweening pride"), "i!t'flit"(Taisho vol. 8, 256c19. "[one] demolishes [one's]
overweening pride"). From these parallels and others(cf.Karashima lac. cit.) one may
use deduction and therefore assume the meaning of the words "~~", "~Rl" as
"insolent, self-willed, haughty, rude".
The second example is taken from KumarajIva(~~~{t)' s translation of the
Lotus-sutra(f..P~JI$~): "#Qtt:(jjl:lfQ{fJL~.fft~lliZ" CTaisho vol. 9, 12b24. "[ I] should,
[carrying them] in the fold of my garment or on a table, take [them] out of the
house. "), "~~1s(~~:R$" (23a27 = 23c4, 24a12, 24b20. "Each [Brahrna god king]
fills the fold of his garment with celestial flowers"). The word "1s(j&", which is
also mentioned in Zhfi(~~Z) 1992: 216-217, is rather troublesome, and it seems to
have become obscure even to the later Chinese commentators, who took it for a
neckband, the front of a robe, or a foreign vessel for flowersCcf.Karashima 1992:
297). While no parallels of the latter sentence are found in other versions, the
former one has a parallel in the so-called 'Kashgar' manuscript of Saddhar~
pupdarikasutra(!): ya~ nv aham sarvaDimani kumarakany ekasmim samavartya[m] plthakena(2) va utsamgena va-m-adayasrnad grha nirgaccheyam (Toda 1981: p.40, 1.14-15.
"Suppose I, having gathered all the boys together and taken [them] on a stool or in
the folds of [my] garment, go out of the house. "). It is clear that "~~" of
KumarajIva's translation parallels utsamga of the Sanskrit version. The Sanskrit
word in this context may not mean "lap" but "fold of garment, pouched garment
serving as a bag, a sort of an apron used for carrying things"Ccf.CPD. s. v, ucchanga;
Goto 1980). Presumably its Chinese equivalent has the same meaning.

The two instances stated above may be enough to illustrate the necessity to
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compare Sanskrit. Pali (and if necessary Tibetan) texts as well as other Chinese
versions in order to make clear the meanings of obscure words. in Chinese Buddhist
tex ts.
1.3. Some Vernacular Words and Usages Found in
Dharmaraksats Translation of the Lotus-sutra
Many existing studies on Mediaeval Chinese found in Chinese Buddhist texts have
a tendency to 'glean' the most interesting colloquial words and usages from a large
amount of vernacularisms found in the texts. There can be, however, another type of
study of this topic; namely, to make a detailed glossary, which may list and define
mediaeval vernacular words and usages, semantic peculiarities, Buddhist technical
terms, transcriptions etc., for each Buddhist scripture. On the basis of such a
glossary, one could further compile a larger glossary which covers all translations
done by a particular translator (or a team of translators).
I am preparing such a glossary of Dharmarak$a(ZhO Fahu ~~~)'s translation of
the Lotus-sutra(Zhengfahuajlng IE~~~[abbr.Z], translated in 286 A.D. Taisho
vol. 9, pp.63-l34), comparing it with other Chinese translations and Sanskrit
versions(Saddharmapuodarika-stitra, ed. H. Kern and B. Nanj io [abbr. K]; Saddharmapup(iarika-stitra.. Central Asjan Nanuscrjpts, ed.. H. Toda). Even in this single text
one finds plenty of words and usages which are hardly to be found in dictionaries
and grammer texts. Here I will list some of these expressions.
i . Personal pronouns
In Z. "C, C~. C~, C/i., ~C" are used wi th the meaning of "yOU" (Sg. and
pI. ): e. g.
"~t&~C" (TaishO vol. 9, 118b3. "Now [I] tell you". K348. 4. arocayami
te ' ji ta), "fi{J~q:r~5Iffij*,MB~ ... " CI24a29. "[They] heard a voice in open space
singing praises: "You! ... ". K389.5.evam cantarlk$ad gho$am asrau$ub "esa marsa
... "), ".rf:~M:Tl ~m]JiI!JlIi!:~"(II0b22. "Cease! Sons of great clans! I suppose
you need not put forward such an plan" K297. 6-7. alam kulaputrab kim yusmakam anena
kr tyena.), "b!!~J]:;Ii!: ffl"*~A" (78cl1. "You [pI. ] bel ieve the great scripture on
Dharma in this way". K 93. 10. - (4»)' "~it~ -ID~." (94b13. "You[pl.] should set
your mind on all the penetrating wisdom". K 198.7. sarvajfia-jfianasya krtena yuyam).
On the other hand, when a speaker humbly announces himself, "iB"("I") is used(sl:
e. g. "~J]~zm iifiiJPJT~" C73c12. "[I ask] something 1ike this meaning, 'What have
1-10st?'" K.628. eva bhrasto 'ham asmi; 'Kashgar' manuscript: idam eva-m-artham kim
bhrrasta evasmy. Cf.Karashima 1992: 62), "~D~~~IDt~"(80aI4. "The Thus Come One
preached the Dharma to us." K. 100. 12-101.1. vayam ... bhagavato dharmam desayamanasya.), "~~tjjf"(68c26. "Now we harbour doubts." K.34. 13.adyeme samsayaprapta.), "i$Z~tfF"(97a27. "the lot of us". K. 210.1. ~), "lBz~Yi*~~~9F-"
(lIObI9. "The lot of us have come to the world of Endurance." K. 297. 4. vayam ...
tasyam Sahayam lokadhatau.).
(3)

n. atfiJT("all.

nany"), JIjiJf("so manY")
In Z. one finds several instances of "~PJT" which means not "every where" as
expected but presumably "alL many": e. g.
"l!X;ff1&~ ~M~ iTIifi:rlJDm"(64b14.
"Or some throwaway all [their] valuables and business and practise the spread of
(6)
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gifts." K. 10.11. dadanti danani ta.tha'"'l va kecid dhanam.), uJ*w..mm ~rt~ ... -grJij
!\!Wr" C64bI6. "Beds, desks, couches and ill precious things... [They] kindl y gi ve
all [of them]." K 10. 13. sivikas tatha ratna-vibhusitas ca dadanti danani.).
In Z. ".PJf" is used wi th the meaning of "so many" just I ike the cOlIDDoner compound word "~": e. g.
"~~~J:.iE~~, ~JIliEftE*, ;tt~Z~l~n{-MPli~ltZ1W"
Cl13b25-2I "The limit [of the number] of kalpas since I accomplished the unsurpassed, right, and true way and achieved supremely right enlightenment exceeds [the
limit of] so many kaJpas which are numerous as the dust particles." K317.8.na
tavanti paramanurajamsi samvidyante, yavanti mama .... anuttaram s~myaksaIJlbodhim
abhisambuddhasya.).
Presumably "PJT" of both "~PJf" and ".PJj-" have the same meaning as "ff"C"about,
or so, approximately"). Because these two words had the same final, they were used
interchangeably at times.
(7)

iii. .C'in number")

When "~" is placed after a numeral, it is usually a numerical designation for
years, but in Z. it seems to mean uin number": e. g.
Nimr~~ ... 5lmeR:lt ~ltfl
IJi"C79c14-15. "One who recites this scripture
drawing infinite numbers of millions of similes". K. 98. 7-8. yo dharmu bhase
drstanta-kotI-nayutair anekais.),
"~1R{5!:tt~~~" C66b15. ~[They] saw inf inite numbers of mi 11 ions of Buddhas". K. 22.
1-2 bahuni buddha-kotl-nayuta-sata-sahasrani drstani.), "~~~~~tt~f3~~~~~
P8~"C92a23. "[The sixteen princes] preach the Dharma and save multitudes of voicehearers innumerable hundreds of thousands of millions of milliards of .billions in
number." K. 184.5-6. bahunam sravaka-... -koij-nayuta-sata-sahasranam dharmam desayant i. ).
(8) "

iv. Passive

In Z. a passive sentence is sometimes expressed by "C~) ... PJj-~" (9): e. g.
·····A-Wiit jiJf~~~"C89b10-12. "Those who do not believe
sincerely the sounds of the Buddhas ... will be maligned by all the worlds." K 162
3-4), "~mfft"PJf5!~I!£" C63a15. "[The bodhisattvas] are praised by the Buddhas,
the World-Honoured Ones." K.3. 1. bahu-buddha-sata-sahasra-samstutair.).

(0)

"J:t~jf;1~ ~-M;1fV

v.Conditional, Concessive Clauses and Rhetorical Questions
In Z. "~-Be"
and ";s:~"
are used to make conditional clauses: e. g.
..~ftA~JIt ~[J£{tlld:W ~*JIt~~ $~1Ju{ttJf" C1l7c14-15. "U one sees a Dharmamaster such as this, [one] will hold this scriptural roll [and] make offerings
reverently." K.343. 9-10. yadi kascin narab pasyed idrsam dharmabhanakam / dharayantarn
idam sutram kuryad vai tasya satkriyam[ 'Kashgar' manuscript reads here "pujana"] /1);
";s:ftffA
:it&~± ~Jt~f=!j.P8 ~WT*~YfE"'" :t±:t±PJrEE ~ff*m" CI18c24-26. "If
one. having returned to that land, is able to hear this scriptural roll for a moment,
... one shall have no grave illness wherever one is." K.352. 5-6. sa[ 'Kashgar' manuscript reads here "yas"] capi protsahitu tena sattvab sruoeya sutrema muhfirtaka~
pi I .... mukha-roga tasya na kadaci bhoti II) .
. The usage of the word "~'M""C"in case, if") in the following sentence is not to
(11)

(2)

(13)

(14)
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be found in dictionaries: "~zjiJfff M~.* 1N'I".~ ~jiJf~M" C81c5-6. "The
wealth and business which 1 possess are vast. In case my life comes to an ent [I]
have no one to whom to bequeath [them]." K 11~2.aya~ ca koso vipulo mamasti kalakriya co mama pratyupasthita.).
In Z. one may find several instances of "i£fi"C"even if. though"), which is
also not uncommon in both Buddhist and non-Buddhist texts of this period(15): e.g.
"!Eif~:R&:t£Ar8', W~IlJ~, ,1gt~)JIj." C75c22. "Even when [they] are born in the
heavens or in the midst of men, [they] meet with what [they] hate. separate from
what [they] love." K78. 1-2.deva-manu$ya-daridryam ani$ta-sa~yogam i$ta-vinabhavikani ca duhkhani pratyanubhavanti.), "!Eif~~~i!!":i'ft!~~WI, flij~ff~9IJ"013b17
18. "Even we bodhisattvas, who [stay on] the ground from which there is no turningback, do not know [it]" K.317.2-3.asmakam api ... avaivartya-bhumi-sthitanam bodhisattvanam ... asmin sthane citta-gocaro na pravartate.).
Three words "1J[", "'it", and ..~" are used to stress rhetorical ques t ions: "Pftff
-3fE ~.ff-=?" C70b19. "There is only one vehicle. How can there be two!" K 46. 14.
ekam hi karyam[v.l.yanam. cf.Karashima: 52] dvitiyam na vidyate.), "~~ff~. ~1t
ff=?"C81b6-7. "There are not even two [vehicles]. How can there be three!" K 110.
10. -), "rtMi~=¥"CIOOa3. "How can [the king Jewelled-Canopy] possibly have been
anyone else!" K.224. 1.-).
vi. Obscure words

There are still many words in Z. whose meanings-·remain obscure and await further
investigations. For example, the meaning of "~~"(Yimi), a bisyllabic word having
the same vowel formation(~M), is not clear in the following sentences: "JL'~.1ItE,
~jj~" C97c29. "Having thought thus inwardly, [AnandaJ made a vow earnestly[?].
K 215. 2. evaQl ca ci ntayi tva' nuvicintya prarthayi tva), "'1J£~WifiZA!; <-16) Ii~Rf-Wl£"
007c16. "If a bodhisattva observes minutely[?] all the dharmas, ... " K. 278.3-4.
evam hi ... bodhisattva mahasattvo 'bhik$Qam sarvadharman vyavalokayan viharati.).
Taking the case of Dharmarak$a's translation of the Lotus-sutra alone, there are
still many words and usages which are not to be found in dictionaries and remain to
be inves t igated.
2. Chinese Buddhist Transcriptions as Material for

Reconstructing the Chinese Sound System
In order to identify the original language of the Chinese translation of
OirghAg~ Cabbr.DA. ~~1f*~. Taisho vol. I. pp.1-149), which was rendered in
Chinese by Buddhayasas(~~~~) and ZhO FonianC~~~) in ChanganC~~) 413 AD.,
the present author has analysed approximately 500 transcriptions found in it,
comparing them with corresponding Sanskrit, Pali, Tibetan words and other Chinese
transcriptionsCKarashima: 1994b). In that study, some problems concerning Chinese
phonology were also discussed; two of them will be brought up here. Me reconstructi9ns follow the system devised by Karlgren(1954) and emended by Li FangkueiC~JJ~ 1971) with some notational changes proposed by Coblin(1983: 41).
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2. 1. On the value of MC.ji-(=f:-H.J:) reflected in transcr'iptions

Relying on his analysis of phonological glosses of the Wei-Jin Period, Coblin
assumed the value of MC. jj- was 2- in this period(1974-75: 310-311). On the basis
of Chinese transcription of foreign words, Pulleyblank also assumed the value of MC.
jj- was 2- in the period between Han and Tang(1962: 115). Coblin, who analysed
transcriptions found in Han Buddhist scriptures, reconstructed MC. jj again as 2(I 983: 62-63).
However, on the following grounds, the val ue of Me. ji - in DA. (413 A. D.) seem to
have been not %- but jj which corresponds to the semi-vowel y- in Indian languages.
In DA. there are five cases, where MC. ji- corresponds to 8kt.-k-: e.g. (17) "~"
(MC. jian) of "~~1L"(Taisho vol. 1, 80a11) corresponding to "kao" of BHS.nikaotho. A
phonetic development such as -k- ) -j- is not known in Indian and Central Asian
languages; rather one may assume that this transcription reflects the Prakrit
development Jk- ) -y- in the underlying language of DA.
There are also seven examples, where MC. ji- corresponds to Skt.-c-: e.g. (IS) "~"
(MC. jia) of "~~n(80a26) corresponding to "can of Skt. vacasu, Pa. vacahi. The
development -c-) -j- is exceptional in the Middle Indic (cf.Brough 1962: 226;
Norman 1970: 134-35), thus one may assume that these transcriptions reflect the
common Prakrit development -c-) -y- in the underlying language.
Sk1. consonant groups jy-, dy- in ini tial posi tion are assimilated to j- in
the Middle Indic. If MC. ji-($£,t) had the value of %- in this period as Pulleyblank
supposes, then such Middle Indic initials would have been transcribed by MC. ji. But
n
in fact they are transcribed by MC.2-(jl-£1:): e.g.
"~(MC.2ju:, 2ju-)m (80b26.
Skt. jyoti -), "flCMC. 2jau)fff!" (80b12. Skt. dyuti).
Thus in DA. MC. ji- corresponds distinctively to y of the underlying Prakrit,
while MC.2- corresponds to Pkt. J. We may assume that the value of MC. ji-($~) at
least at the beginning of the fifth century in Changan was not 2- but jj-.
In DA. Me. S-(JL--£,t), 5-CIf-£1:), 2-("-6}), jj- ($-£1:) correspond to Skt. (or Pkt.)
SJ 5, j, y respectively, while in Chinese Buddhist scriptures from the middle of the
second century A.D. till the fourth century MC. ji- corresponds to these Skt. sounds
(cf. Pull eyblank 1983: 85).
(19)

the value of finals of DC. yu(~) category reflected in transcriptions
Coblin(1983: 100-103) assumed that MC.finals -wo(MC.mo ~ rime), -jwo(MC.Yu ~~
rime) and -ju(MC. yo nl rime), which belong yu ~ category in DC., had a-vocalism in
most Eastern Han sound glosses and o-vocalism in the language of the Eastern Han
Buddhist transcriptions.
In DA. the transcriptions with these finals correspond primarily to Sanskrit (or
PaID syllables having the vowels 11, 0, and all. Therefore, one may assume that
these finals had o-vocalism also in the language of DA. The transcriptions with
finals in question found in DA. are listed under.
i. -woCMC. m() ti, mn~, mil ¥ rimes)
80b28. "~(MC. ?wo)." (Pa. !!IIIIM, BHS. Mma-), 2b2....~(MC.?wo)~~f{t" (Skt. =
Pa. !!dumbara), 47a23. "&CMC. ?wo)~~~lr (Skt. = Pa. Udumbarika), 80b28. "11 (MC. lwo)lffi"
(Pa. Roja), 80b13. "M!~(MC. nwo:)" CPa. Venhu-, Sk t. Vi ~nu-), 33a22. "f[CMC. pwo-)l1J"
(Skt. Potana) , l09c22. !ii(MC. pwo- )rJt~:fIf' (Pa. Pot thapado), 80b9. "iICMC. swo)lr (Pa.
~~On
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Soma), 80b15. "~jCl£(MC.swo)~~~WCSkt.Candra~panisad. Pa.Candassnpanisa).
80bI6. "~(MC. swo)~~I£(MC. SWO)~~~"CSkt.Surya~panisad. Pa.Suriyassupanisa).
80b17. "I£(MC.swo)~~W(Skt.Surya-, Pa. Suriya-), 80a27.~CMC. SWO-)~~WCSkt.suparoa-,
Pa.supaooa-). 80bl2. ".(MC.mwo-)Itt~Jj~wCSkt.= Pa.modamaniO. 33a24. "£!(MC.lwo-)fI
CSkt. = Pa. Roruka). 112c20. ""CMC. 1wo- )~" CSkt. Lauhi tya, Pa. Lohi cca).
li.-jwoCMC.yu;.oc, yn ~ rimes)
34b20. "l*CMC. kjwo)Wi." (Skt. = Pa. Kosala), 34b21. "~(MC. kjwo);fIW CSkt. = Pa. Kuru),
23blO. "fllCMC. tshjwo)." (Skt. ksauma. Pa. khoma), 80b22. ".~WE(MC. sjwo. $jwo-)~Jj"
(Skt.Manusottama-, Pa.Manusuttama).
in. -ju(MC.yft at rime)
63c3. "llCMC. gju)~" CSkt. = Pa. GQpika) , 105b27. ".CMC. gju)• •"CSkt. = Pa. Gotama),
107b15"J!(MC. gju)~~rr (BHS. Gosal n. 126a16. "1l(MC. gju, kju)iBl~" (BHS. Koka 1ika).
Notes
#

I am indebted to Prof. Victor H. Mair, who read the earlier version of this

paper, for his valuable comments and suggestions.
(1) Other Sanskrit manuscripts read differently: K. 73.2-3.yan nv aham sarvan iman
kumarakan ·ekapioOayi tvotsangemidayasmad grhan nirgamayeyam. Cf. Karashirna 1992:
67.
(2) Although the reading pithakena ("with a stool") agrees with the reading of
the Chinese translation, it could have been originally pitakena ("with a basket").
Cf. Vinayapitaka I 225. 13-14.pitakani pi ucchange pi puresu~ For a confusion
among Pltaka, pithaka, and pitbaka. cf.BHSD. s. vv.
(3) Other instances of "t~": 64b8.1dtt, t1i1fC"You, Broad-Head!" K. 10. 7. Manjughosa), 65b26. 1ifJ1J~("[People] are looking up wi th thirst to fllli". K.15.11..
tvam cabhivlksanti). "t.~" is used also with the meaning of "a benevolent man":
e.g. 98a24.~~iI("the benevolent one. Ananda" K.217.8.Anandabhadro mama dharrnadharakab).
For the usage of "t", "t~" in Buddhist texts, cf. Mizutani(7k~A.QX;) 1961;
KanaokaC1i£rmJJf«J'G): 91-92.
(4) This sign denotes that a passage in Z. lacks its parallel in the Sanskrit
versions.
(5) Wang/Fang(.:E~~ • 1J--ff: 25) ci te some instances of this usage from Jin Shii
(~. 646 A. D.).
(6) Other instances: 64b6.~~~~ ~err~~("[Some] have seen ~ the outstanding
scriptural texts of the Buddha". K 10.5.ye capi anye sugatasya putra. Cf.Karashima
1992: 30), 71aI9.Jtff~~ ~~D~("All the Thus Come Ones who have passed into
extinction". K. 50.1. parinirvrtanam ca jinana tesam.), 84b21.~~~~ ~~~~ if
11\~~ ~.B!~ i'l!!~1l. .:g:~'iI~("Sorts of medicinal herbs are various. All
good medicinal herbs are broken in pieces. Listen, Kasyapa! I will explain all." K
129.7-8.ksudranuksudra ima o$adhlyo ... anya ca madhya mahatl ca osadhI srootha
tab sarva prakasayisye.). 120c7.~~~~"C"~ sorts [of cows]". K363.10.-), 121c
11.fri~~~$("all ghosts [and] spirits". K.369.5.yak$aoa).
(7) Other instances: ll1a23. ~i1Q{* *1iJ!/ifJ JJlfMrli ~Wi;L1f<:("From of old
[we] have never seen nor heard that there are so many multitudes of bodhisattvas."
K302. 12-13.adrsta-purvo · yam asmabhir ['Kashgar' and Farhad-Beg manuscripts add
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here "evarupau", ,"evarupo" respectively, which agree wi th "mNf" of Z. ] mahabodhisattva-gauo maha-bodhisattva-rasir asruta-purvas ca.), l13b9 = 113b23.~D~~
~, ~~~eaj[, ~~~("In this manner, again he takes another particle of dust,
and then, after passing over so many lands, again deposits it. K.316.8.-. Cf.
Karashima 1992: 185).
(8) Other instances: 64c2I. TIU~fG~ ~~i&iI~("[I preach the Dharma] and show
the rewards and retribution which are billions in number and hard to calculate.
K. 12 IO.df$tanta-hetu-nayutair anekaib.), 67bI4.~P~~~ ~j[~("Then [they]
constructed immeasurable millions of stupa-shrines. n K. 26. 8. stiipana kotInayuta anantaka.), 69a20-21.1f~~I&~E3lf~ilfT~.@,~If~Bf~~~(~here
are infinite numbers of hundreds of thousands of millions of crawling, panting,
flyin~ wriggling living creatures." K3~5-a bahuni praoi-satani ... bahuni praoikotI~nayuta-sata-sahasraoi.), 77cI6-17.~~~lr ~j[~5~("countless millions
of unusual and rare treasures". Here the reading of Z. has a close resemblance to
that of the 'Kashgar' manuscript: varais ca kotyai bahu-hamsa-lak$anaib. K. 89. 6.
varais ca koccair baka-hamsa-lak$aoaib. Cf.Karashima: 1992: 75). 118aI6.~l&lfi&
gg~~~("in innumerable thousands of four-continent worlds". K. 346. 7. catur$u
loka-dhatu$v asamkhyeya-sata-sahasre$u.), 126cll-12.tiJi~lr~~~5~te~tv~~D
~~("[He] will see a multitude of Thus Come Ones equal in number to the sands
of seventy-two millions of billions of Ganges rivers. K419.8. dvasaptati-ganganadI-valika-samams tathagatan[a fragment from the Petrovsky Collection reads here
"tathagata-koti-nayuta-sata-sahasraoi", which agrees with the reading of Z. Cf.
Karashima. 1992:221] drak$yatL).
In this connection it could be noteworthy to mention that in Z. the compound
word "m«l" is found several times(I25a27, 126c5, 129b15, 130cI6) with the meaning
of "calculates, measures".
(9) For this usage in non-Buddhist texts, see Ushijima(~~~~): 323-324; Lifi(~
±it): 320-321; WiJ(~1ii:.).
(10) Other 'instances: 77c24-25.~:=~~ ~MI~(U[They] are tied to the desires
of the three spheres." Cf. K89.12), 78c29. ~~£m 19jJ!Rifil("[They] are despised by various kinds of sentient beings. Cf.K.89. 12.), 98cI1-12.~j&~i~ ~
~~("[Rahula] will receive compassion from innumerable millions of Buddhas." Cf.
K220. 11), 113aI2-13.~iI~mP ~~~("[They] are praised by the Heroes, Guides."
Cf. K. 313.14), 117alO. alj~~u*~J!jfUI("Then [they] are protected by the Thus Come
One." Cf. K. 338.4.), 119a3.1ft~~A PJTj!~~("[They] wi 11 be always loved and honoured by a multitude of men." Cf. K.352.11.), 122a2. itt--fJ1A ~~1lik("[They] will
be al ways loved and honoured by all men." Cf. K370. 11. ).
(11) For this usage in non-Buddhist texts, cf.Wang(jE~E3): 276.
(12) For this usage in non-Buddhist texts, cf.Ushijima(~~~~): 304.
(13) Other instances of "~~": 7IbI6.~~4}~ {~~~ff(Cf.K.51.5), 10IaI7.~ne
rlIJ:1f W~fA*(Cf. K. 229. 6.), 112cI9. IDtf!~:1f -fr~tt~" ("[How excellent that the
World-Honoured One explains this meaning! ... ] 11 someone hears it, it causes him
not to harbour doubts." K312. 12. srutva na vicikitsam apadyeran.), 114c29-115a2.
n

n

n

n

~~~~

~~~~

*x~~

~~~~

~~£~

~~m±

~~~~

*~~m(

"When[!] the beings see that the world is in calamities of floods and conflagrations [and that the fire at the end of] a kalpa burns heaven and earth, at that
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time this Buddha-land of mine is fully refined. delicate. peaceful [and] fine." K
324 13-1(yada 'pi sattva ima lokadhatum pa~yanti kalpenti ca dahyaminam I tadi
'pi cedam mama buddha-k$etram paripuroa bhotI maru-manu$ioam II). 124b21.~lf)\
.lft~ff(Cf. K391. 6).
Another instance of "~4t": 119a22-25. ~)\~~fHiffiJYfij~~mUm~FJTlf ..... Ml:
B~~"(K354.6-9. sa evam pari~uddhena cak$ur-indriyeoa prakrtena rnimsacak$u$i ...
tat sarvam drak$yati.).
(14) Here the Korean Edition(~Bi~) reads "~~".
(15) Cf.Han(¥$ili~Wi): 604.
(16) Here the Taisho Edition(jciEi&) reads "~~", which is a mere misprint.
(17) For other instances, see Karashima 1994b: 15-16.
(18) For other instances, see Karashima 1994b: 63, fn.21.
(19) Cf.Karashima 1994b: 70, fn.98.
Abbreviations and Signs
BHS
. Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit
/
BHSD
. Franklin Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary. New Haven
1953 (repr. Delhi, 1970, 1972).
CPO.········ . A Critical Pili Dictionar~ begun by V. Trenckner, ed. D.Andersen
et al., Copenhagen, 1924-.
DA•......... the Chinese translation of Ojrgbaga~ (Changihanjlng ~~1ff~).
K.
. Saddharmapu(1(1arikasutra, ed. H. Kern and B. Nanj io.
MC. -:
. Middle Chinese or Ancient Chinese
OC
. Old Chinese or Archaic Chinese
Pa
. Pil i
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(Zhengfahuaj Ing iE~~~D.
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I LLUSTRHTI UE EHHMPLES OF UERNHCULHR ISMS
IN THE POETRY OF THE SIH DYNHSTIES THROUGH SUNG

QIN HUANMING
Nanjing

Although
the

Six

University

poetry was generally considered as elegant literature from

Dynasties

developing

Normal

popular

to

Sung

In

China,

literature

at

that

especially

time.

we

cOlnpared

should

not

with

the

ignore

its

vernacular aspects. On one hand, In this period, Chinese classical poetry
achieved its most perfect expression, but to sonle degree, it represented a
kind of deviation fronl ordinary language or in the opposite direction of
vernacularization; on the other hand, poets writing during this period often
adopted vernacular words and used elenlents of vernacular gramnlar.
paper will give a brief discussion of this phenoolenon.
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~he folk songs and ballads of the Six Dynasties known as yiieh-fu

J11

~

~t, especially southern yiieh-fu, were very vernacular. As folk songs,

the diction of these poems was quite popular. Let us see the following
poems selected from Yiieh-fu shih chi ~

Midnight Song

.J1t 1;~ ~

, vols. 44 & 46.

-J-a~

( Tzu-yeh ko )

ti?c

When my lover worries, I worry lOa;

~p

When my lover laughs, I am happy.

~

Don't you see the intertwined trees,

1t

~

it- ]:1. 1!r )

'ft-;

:;I:

x. ~ 1~ .l

$; ;fft- Ib] 1j~ k ~

Whose branches join despite their separated roots?

Unaccompanied Song

~~

~* ~ ~

( Tu-ch'li ko )

i~!t ~ j l ~ ~
~ ill /1\ of ~ ~

love you so much, how could I call your name directly?

I

miss you so much, I couldn't address your style.
I'll call you my lover
We swear not

to

~ ~1~j~1
~ .ljf
/f, fa .~
a
7r,

it-

again and again when we meet,

depart from each other forever.

0

~) nleans " 1over, nUflg 'J)f<ab nleans " I" or "ITIe, "
I n the a b ove poems, h uan -1iJl
II

lang

~r

IS

)

"sweetheart". These expressions were all drawn from the spoken

language of the south in this period. Meanwhile, sonle literary poets also
employed vernacularisms, such as "Charming Girl"
Tso Ssu

h:.. i .

yt

' and
we

must

I''''

also

say

. We can see tnany
that

influenced by the rhapsody (fu

the

J~

COllllllon

expressions

tlA: ),

-J:

1·~

written by

written by T'ao Ch'ien

"In Imitation of the Difficult Journey"

by Pao Chao
Yet

+

, "Blaming Sons"

~~

1''1

~~

tlt

l~

written

words in these poems.

of literary

poetry,

more

were magnificent, ornate. and elegant.
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In the T'ang Dynasty, especially in the mid-T'ang, literary poetry
embodied more vernacular than ever. "All the popular expressions of the
world were used by Lo-t'ien (Po Chii-i) it
remarked Ch'en Fu-chih

Pf,- #j

.i..

~~1 ~t~t~ g

.1

c.. ft~ j( it ;1

of the Sung period in his shih-hua

(t1-

~i"

"poetry talks"). Nonetheless we ITIUst also point out that literary poets were
often in a dilemma. Let us read the following poeln wri tten by Ku K'uang

i?u

),

(Jlfl.

a poet of the n1id-Trang.

Son

00

( Chien)

[ Chien, worry for the Min area....
customs, the son is called

chien

In the light of

Min

and the father lang-pa.]

i{

}±J j> , ~ r~ CD~ a •• '. - ,. ~ l'~ oj

-3- ~ if) / ~l!.J t p i

The son was born in the Min area,
He was caught and castrated by government officials.
The officials enslaved him and got a great quantity of gold.
The son was punished as the grasses and trees.
" Heaven is ignorant and lets me suffer from persecution.
God is ignorant and lets them receive happiness."
When the father had to pan from his son, he said,
"I regret giving you birth.
When you were born,
Somebody suggested to me not to bring you up.
I didn't follow the suggestion.

a2

.~

-i-

1J~ J'-.

-+t-.,
~

a

Now you have suffered this pain."

*'-

The son had to part from his father,

(~jj~

ap i

Fretting and bursting into tears,

i~)

flJL

.t1i

T

/~f~~ ~ !:~ ~~.

"Heaven is cut off from the earth,
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J!,

I'll never be able to meet you".

1. f~

3.

:

-tt.. j it :

two kinds of punishment.

av

g

(Shih-ching

"t-t

~l

"

k ti\1 ~

..::..J-

.,

illJ

0

111"

K'unJ/u

is

a

is to cut off one's

is to put an iron ring on the slave's head.

11- :means netherworld, death.

It is not difficult for
quatrisyllabic

J

derogatory words referring to the slave.

hair and ell 'i en
4. ~
, .....

1~

: modern Fu-chien(~ L )province.

~ ,~t

2.

*-@

,,
~ ~ ~
a
~-

Until I go to Yellow Springs,

us

to

see

that,

in

form

and

I~t pOelTI, which derived fronl The

),

style,

this

C lassie of Poetry

so we can say that it imitated the ancient poetry and

revived the tradition. But we can also see that this poern adopts many
common terms

from

Min

language,

which

went

coun ter

to

the

usual

classical tradition. "Make the old serve the new, make the popular serve
the elegant lal

ti!ir ).)/r~·~ ~

~t §: ,Su Shih ~

." This statement was repeated by Mei Yao-ch'en

+A: , Huang T'ing-chien -:l Jt ~

, and Yang Wan-Ii ,f~

Jj

.1-

of the Sung Dynasty. They faced the contradiction and tried to do their best
to find a way out of it. But as we have seen above, this contradiction
existed before the Sung Dynasty.
The solution to the problem of the contradiction between living
language and poetic language still had not been worked out by the poets of
the Sung. They laughed at Liu Yii-hsi

~J ~

dared

"cake"

not

use

the

Meanwhile, they tried

COtTItTIon

word

~p

of the T'ang Dynasty who

(ka

0

-*~~

) in

his poems.

to find the source of this word (See Chu Pien's

Fe ng

JiC 11 '.t ~ry."t~ , Shao Po's Shao shih wentj].:: 15-p "Pv P(J L ~ ~ , etc.). Yet this ridicule itself

yiieh t'ang sh i h -hua ~-#- ~
chien hou lu

1JJ
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indicated that Sung poets had nlore courage than those of the T'ang to face
the problem.

AIr ),

Let us examine the following poem written by K'ung Pling-chungCfuf
a poet of the Northern Sung Dynasty.

Written To His Grandfather for My Son
Since my father came to Mi-chou,
He has gotten two sons in the two years.
Ya-erh is lovely and strong.
Cheng-cheng has cut a tooth,
You haven It seen them;
If you see them you'll be very happy.

I have read many books
And can write oul two pieces of paper at oncc.
San-san is full of energy, and
Ta-an is able to walk now.
Though you have seen them,
Their skills are much better than before.
When we meet together,
We'll all kneel respectfully around you.
Grandmother has been in the capital,
You are an official in the ministry.
Great-grandmother is cigh I y-fi vc years old,
How about her eating and sleeping recently?
My father and mother
Miss you every day.
When we have a good time or a festival is coming,
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~lt~~~)

Or even when food is delicious,
We all miss you very much,

--- .--

And often count the days till we return on our fingers.

!4'$..ij

at

We used a stove yesterday;

I.~ J:

I'

J0." ,

ct ~ ~

8 5l-

At~

lot '

The north wind hlew at night.

~.j~3t iil~

After eating we all felt alone;

1.R)~

Jfl 1:1

We looked into the distance for thousands of ii.

,

ft )~ 1'~ ;
tL f 1.
c

This poem imitates a child's words to write a letter. Many vernacular
words are used, especially such as tieh-tieht":tt. we ng -we ng ~ ~ ,p'o-p' 0

~

.1;, t'ai-

p'o

A

t1:

,etc. which all were contenlporaneous appellations and

there are also many pronouns, prepositions, and conjunctions in this poem.
The poem is very close to a spoken letter.
Without in-depth research, many words In Sung poetry are difficult
for people to understand, because Sung poets liked to quote many allusions
and literary quotations in their poems. But granln1atically Sung poetry is
more vernacular than that of the T'ang. In

Sung poetry, subject, time and

and other function words (hsi.7-tz'u

space markers,

J"1

t~

) were more

used, so "who," "when," "where," "what to do," and "how to do," which offer
clues to the poetic nleaning, are often nlore explicit in Sung poetry. If we
say the words of T'ang poetry are descriptive, the words of Sung poetry
may be said to be narrative and analytical, which 111akes theln closer to the
spoken language.
Let us compare the following two poenls, the first written by Meng
Hao-jan
chien

~

*
ax.
it

...!12J-

.-t
i

"c:z

~

I • • "'\

of the T'ang and the other written by Huang T'ing-

of the Sung.

"
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Mooring on the River at Chien-te

~.J:? ~
\~ ~ih
~L
'J8
-,~, ;;.

fJ -it
fl i-

)fJ xt }~
~ ~~ j[r ~
~t ~ ~ 1t~ t![,
yL it )1 ilL f.-

The boat moves to moor by the misty shore,
Sun sinking, the traveler's sadness increases.
Boundless plain with trees at the horizon,
The clear water reflccts a neighboring moon.

J

v

Following the Rhymes of Tung-p'o's "Nine Glories
Mountain in a Jug"

~ A-r~

Someone carried the mountain away at midnight,

r 14 tJi ~

~Y:;tl
'Cf! 'E /1'"
J~\,J

'11 25

It was fell at once that drifting mists warmed azure sky.

~ ~ ~ rR'

ffi.

~

r

..:l-

t~ r~J '~~f • Ji Jt

May I ask, it was sct in a splendid chamber,

kJ tOJ .~ ~\i& ~
t$t 13 ~ 1i rf~'!!.J
i~ :tit -*- J.t !f ~i["
(.; A

So even if having gone into Southcrn Branch land,
the dreams still can't gCI through.
Fortunately the frosty bell mountain hasn't been rolled up,
With bludgeon in sleeve, I go to listen to its perfect sound.
to

standard

reference

works,

have

I

also

con~lliled

the

trans I ali on of Professor

Stephen Owen.)

In the latter poenl, there are many words and phrases. such as yu jen

1§ A-

, tun chiieh "f~,

1f~ I:§) , an tsai

*.f±

characteristics of

,f, · shih wen
,i ju

tJ

A..

t~ r~j

1

hO.ill {t:J ~

,and lai yu~...

15

.1

neng hui

which have the

exposition and analysis. But the fornler poelll does not

have these characteristics. In the latter, there are nlany allusions, such as

ch'ih shan
hsiu chui

J~

c.L1

~(f)

1

hua wu

~1

'

.f Ji

I

Chao pi

)~

.-t . Nan k'e

~

tt1 ' and

while the fanner poenl lacks thenl. So we can say that
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1§g l~ MiA... *Jj: ;

Where is that person who can bring back Chao's ring of jade?

addition

L'

A~ ~~~~Lt rt.

And how to be fallen and lost amid the jumblcd clouds no\',/?

(In

)
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when the poetry bases itself upon the expression of the feeling, the poet
will try his best to br'eak the conventional granlI11illicai rules and its words
will

be popular;

when

the

poetry

bases itself

upon

the expression

of

experience, even if its words may be ornate or elegant, its grammar must
be close to the vernacular.
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